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Abstract - Appraisal is the exercise of gauging the capability of employees, dishing out this estimated data with them and bring to 
light ,new conceivable potentiality to meliorate them. The propounded “ Appraisal Recommendation System” can cater the needs 
like information scrutiny, report endangerment and analysis of collected data with an congregation. Using a internet application 
Appraisal Recommendation System, the snags of custom appraisal system like paper work , tedious task of assessing information 
collected manually are often effaced so creating entire system digital similarly as saving hours of manual work which may be 
productively employed in some tasks of prime importance .Moreover there would be facile handing of information as any device are 
often accustomed access the planned system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Appraisal is a evaluation that helps an individual to understand how his/her performance has aided the organization in 
growing. It also determines ones independent merit and calibre Some cardinal rationale for appraisal recommendation system 
are improving work fulfillment, cease an personnel's covenant, furnish a personnel with deciding a aggrandizement or bestow 
them elevation, upholds ones competence etc. Looking at several embryonic blessing of appraisals, we should also keep an eye 
for their scanty snags.  

1.1 Traditional Methods 

The focal impetus behind wielding of performance appraisal is the refinement & enhancement of one's competence at an 
employee plane , conglomerate plane and at an consortium plane. Traditional Methods 

1.1.1 Forced Ranking 

This tack is the most rudimentary and elementary tack of appraisal. The hireling is juxtaposed with other hirelings. It is the 
most primordial and facile approach of calibrate appraisal. The employees are designated or ranked. Throughout the 
operation the employee with prominent or eminent and plebeian are set and then process continues.  

1.1.2 Pairwise Comparison 

Here in this tack, each hireling is collated with the remaining hirelings on a discrete and sole basis, on an unique, peculiar, 
solitary and exclusive idiosyncrasy only. The individual responsible for managing, running, administering, directing, 
supervising the exercise of gauging assessment, evaluation of appraisal of the employees is given a list of combinations of 
names of employees . The arbitrator checks against the employee which is conjectured to be finer amidst them. The prevalence 
of such hireling is juxtaposeed with prevalence of other kindred employees which pivots their eventual ranking.  

1.1.3Classification Method 

In this practice, echelons are diligently, scrupulously, fastidiously pre - cogitated into categories c which would be beneficial to 
categorize employees more meticulously and scrupulously. Each hirelings competence is juxtaposeed with the pre - cogitated 
echelon connotation. The hireling is conferred a stratum, commensurate and in harmony with one’s competence. This is an 
exemplar, paradigm of endeavour to gauge ones competence. Assessment and assignment of the category is done perpetually 
and sporadically to keep a imprint employee’s strides. One such prime impediment of the embankment can be the facet that 
adjudicator can be nutty about his/her subalterns 
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1.2 Modern Methods 

1.2.1 Management by Results 

The competence, capability of an hireling could be scrutinized on the essence of the grail achieved by one. First and foremost, 
the authority poses and posits the grail and enlightens regarding these grail to the workforce and ensuingly, the capability and 
competence of an hireling is juxtaposeed with fulfillment of these grail. In case the hireling is not capable of to clinch and attain 
the preset grail, the consortium or confederation may conjecture a new plan of action that would be embraced for the coup of 
unattainable grail. 

1.2.2 Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scale 

Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scale (BARS) is a scale used to classify the performance of employees. It is an appraisal 
mechanism that endeavors to consolidate the benefits of narratives, critical incidents and quantified ratings by anchoring a 
quantified scale with peculiar portrayal of performance. BARS help to focus on specific desirable or undesirable behaviors by 
referencing to incidents of work behaviors. However, here evaluator acts as just an observer and gives rating based on concrete 
examples of behavioral statements to exemplify and elucidate many pitches of performance for every singular strand 
considered 

1.2.3 Multi - Rater Feedback 

This method of interpretation uses where the attributes of an hireling’s caliber are amassed and cumulated from workforce of 
the consortium or confederation. Moreover the hireling is queried regarding his own swot analysis and his own performance. 

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The propounded Appraisal Recommendation System is a internet rooted application. The web app can cope with garner the 
appraisal data via appraisal form which can edited and catered based on any modern model or methodology used for appraisal 
and consigned it to server for further scrutiny by executives or departmental incharge etc. This will intrinsically garner 
faculty’s appraisal data and their performance data on the diurnally. The application’s anatomy is on the whole is splitted into 
three hunks namely ui or user-interference, database and ML model 

2.1 System Requirements for using web application 

2.1.1 For using : 

 Any modern device with screen and browser  

 Good internet connection or wifi connection 

2.1.2 For hosting: 

 Server  

 Database services  

 Other security systems such as firewall , IDS 

2.2 System Framework 

The Appraisal Recommendation System is a well- defined internet rooted app . The front-end is embraced with a user- friendly 
liaise by dint of which operator can undertake the appraisal process. The user fills the forms for self- appraisal. The data 
engendered via these forms is stockpiled in the database. This data can be then transmitted to the server by virtue of a secure 
environment.Based on the activity taken on form by manager/supervisor etc it can be sent to back to review or can be further 
sent in hierarchical line.  
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2.2.1 Front End 

It embodies web app which encompasses of assessment forms. After user logs in, he/has has to fill some part of the form and 
rest of form can be pre - filled via calculations from information from database. The entire form can be stored in database 
when user submits the form. 

2.2.2 Back End 

Data stored in database system is transmitted to the server for further expurgation. This data can also be analyzed and 
visualized with help of charts. 

2.2.3 ML Module  

The system has an ML module which comprises of an algorithm that would predict performance indicator. This can be used as 
cross reference for scrutiny of data .This is also efficacious to conjecture potential competence of employee without the 
cognition or perception of tasks, responsibilities that are supposed to be done by the employee. This ml module could embrace 
use libraries such as tensorflow, keras and scikit learn which has predefined algorithms which would be quite utilitarian in 
order to predict competence, performance of employee. Keras is modular and each component of a neural network model is a 
discrete, standalone, autonomous module, and these modules can be amalgamated to devise new models. Keras uses 
tensorflow as backend. Confusion matrix, and classification report functions would immensely and eminently useful to identify 
correct algorithm suitable as only accuracy as a parameter and criterion cannot define utility and efficacy of algorithm. Various 
classification or regression algorithms can be used and with fine refining and tweaking with its parameters, one can achieve an 
algorithm with great conscientiousness and reliability. Moreover entire data could be visualized using javascript libraries like 
chart js which can be used to produced spectacular charts like below 

3. WORKING OF APPLICATION 

The application would facilitate users to apply for appraisal forms. The users would have to login into web application via 
credentials issued by organization or email id registered with organization. The users would need to corroborate data which 
would be pre filled and some data would be obligatory and mandatory for users to fill manually. When users submit the form , 
all validations would be performed so that data is acceptable and incase of any invalid data ,user would be apprised to fill it 
correctly with appropriate error notification .Once submitted , this form can be edited or deleted by user before any action is 
taken by their supervisor ( departmental incharge).The supervisor can perceive entire form filled by user and can accept it or 
decline it and also write remarks which would be notified to user when they log in.If the form is accepted , this form is further 
forwarded to higher supervisors following the similar pattern. Moreover supervisors can look and scrutinize performance of 
employees working under them via graphs. The machine learning model will also provide an appraisal rating which can aid 
supervisor. 

However there is a Brobdingnagian scope in this project. The project can be extended to give feedback to employees as well so 
they recognize and realize their performance. This will also enable them to perform SWOT analysis on themselves. Ideally for a 
employee , data should be collected from their managers , their colleagues and people working under them. If in case they face 
any clients, client feedback can also be added. Moreover data can also be extracted from their attendance and leaves taken etc 
.Data can also be gathered from feedback if users have to organize an event. Moreover strengths and weakness can identified by 
organization as well so they can provide enlightenment courses which would allow users to work on their weakness and if 
required their roles can be changed according to strengths which would in turn help organization. Data from such courses can 
be also used to dissect and anatomize learning capability of users which could be of great benefit to organization when 
venturing in a totally new project, field or area. 

4. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 

Since we scrutinized all appraisal methodologies , we found that multi - rater feedback was one of the most efficient, coherent 
and reliable way to assess capability and competence of employee 
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Table-1: difference between tradition and modern appraisal methods 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moreover we attempted to scrutinize data by mustering, congregating and converging and located many parameters which our 
cardinal and crucial for potential performance measuring of employee like work life balance etc . 

 

Fig-1: visual image of assorted attributes of a worker from the info 

We additionally tried to utilize multi - rater feedback methodology by implementing a kind that takes feedback from user and 
additionally confers chance to its supervisor/ manager to relinquish a remark for same. 

5.  CONCLUSION 

By deploying a web app, the contemporary appraisal system can be elongated and evolved into unostentatious, cushy and more 
meticulous performance appraisal application. Such applications are often used for information cumulation , recoupment , 
scrutinize information and predict performance rating. 
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